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Parador

Laminate flooring

Art of living
meets performance demand
For us, the art of living is an
appreciation of beauty and to
create inspiration out of it at
any moment in time.
Performance is a permanent
feature of our life. Day after
day, we demand performance.
Delivering daily performance
requires solid ground beneath
our feet.
Parador – living performance.

living performance
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Laminate flooring

Every day quality
Living spaces are an expression of
our individual attitude to life and of
our own demands. For us, making
high demands means having a
special awareness for quality.
Parador offers premium products
for quality living. The quality of
Parador can be seen in the use of
high value materials that are
healthy for the home, perfectly finished with a critical flair for natural
impression and first-class
design.

Parador

Laminat flooring
Laminate

Performance
Systematic strength
When it comes to the laminate flooring production, Parador always considers the demands
of its' customers. This results in creative solutions with a system – based on up-to-date
technology, perfect craftsmanship and vast experience. This is what characterises Parador
laminate flooring:
Healthy living
Parador laminate flooring is made of almost 100 % wood
and is therefore a natural and sustainable product. Our
floors are anti-static (Classic, Trendtime) and low on
emissions. During production, only controlled materials
that are healthy for the home are used. Due to its low
installation height of between 7 and 9 mm alongside
ultimate stability, Parador laminate flooring can be used
everywhere without any problem.

Robust
Different wear classes show that Parador laminate flooring
is also suitable for heavy duty use. Parador places particular value on the specially highly compressed core board,
which guarantees reliable swell protection and a high load
bearing capacity. With the constant development of the
overlays, Parador sets standards in the durability of
laminate floors.

Intelligent
The newly developed, patented click-system, Safe-Lock ®
PRO, enables Parador laminate flooring to be installed
even easier and faster, and without tools. The highest fitting
accuracy and stability, thanks to unique form and force
locking, guarantee a permanently perfect installation
pattern.

Renovation-friendly
With product thicknesses varying from 7mm-9mm and with
ultimate stability, Parador laminate flooring can be installed
virtually anywhere.
Easy to maintain
Laminate flooring is very easy to clean and is perfectly
suited for households with children, allergy sufferers and
pets. Regular cleaning with a vacuum cleaner or soft brush
is sufficient in most cases.

Made in Germany
Parador places value on products that are produced at the
company's own site in Germany – very much in keeping
with our self-image of ensuring the highest possible quality
using our own expertise and craftsmanship.

Certificates
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Tested
Rating »recommended«
To ensure the on-going quality of our brand, we also undergo external tests. Our quality
standard goes beyond the statutory provisions (CE EN 14041:08, conformity mark, Émissions dans l’air intérieur), which is notably demonstrated by the various voluntary certifications.
EN 14041:08
The CE mark is mandatory under EU
law in conjunction with product safety.

Émissions dans l’air intérieur (Class A)
This French classification identifies the
quality of the indoor air.

Blue Angel
The »Blue Angel« certifies Parador
laminate flooring as a low emission
product. The eco-label RAL-UZ 176 is
awarded by the German Institute for
Quality Assurance and Certification
with the participation of the Federal
Environment Agency.

TÜV Rheinland
Parador laminate flooring earns the
TÜV test mark due to its perfect
product quality, product safety, easy
to understand user documentation, verified performance statements, handling
and application quality as well as
through the independent monitoring of
its own production by the independent
and objective institute TÜV Rheinland,
Germany.

D O P L A - PA R A D O R

LGA tested for harmful substances
The quality seal of ecological product
testing identifies products that have
been tested for harmful substances and
are low on emissions. Parador laminate
flooring not only meets the award
requirements but comes below them.

EPD
Against the background of energy
efficiency, sustainability and increasing building certifications, the
Environmental Product Declaration
(EPD), which is awarded based on the
ecological balance, is becoming
increasingly important.

PEFC™
Products are awarded this trademark
provided that they meet the certification requirements for documentation
and improvement of sustainable
forestry management regarding of
economic, ecological and social
standards.

living performance
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Design as an expression
of individuality
It is the unlimited scope for creativity
that makes Parador laminate flooring
stand out. Decors, physical appearance, formats, groove-design and
surface texture: when skilfully
coordinated, floors emerge that
make an impact with their beauty.
Just as Parador engineered wood
floors are popular templates for high
quality interpretations of wood
decors, fantasy and self-assured style
are the basis on which our design
team, together with out-standing
personalities from the international
design scene, give every floor its
unmistakable character and style.

Variety of designs
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Oak Rubik sanded
satin finish
Trendtime 4

Parador

Laminate flooring

Surface textures
For the complete image
Genuine beauty not only pleases the eye: the seductively natural look and feel of Parador
laminate floors provide an impressively harmonious experience, where the material used
as a template, be it wood, stone or concrete, tangibly comes into its own. In this respect
the different textures are embossed sometimes deeper, sometimes flatter, but are always
tangible and kind to all those who walk on them barefoot, with shoes or on four paws:
resistant and easy to clean.
Genuine surface textures:
Synchronised pores

Endless Beauty:
for a generous look to a space

The finger tips feel what the eyes see. In case of a synchronised pore, the tangible texture of the surface exactly
follows the visible wood texture of the decor pattern.
The floor thus becomes a perfect imitation of nature.

Due to the optically consistent decor on the end edges, endless beauty creates an unmistakable effect. The planks look
endlessly long and make the space look much bigger.

Groove design
An important detail
The difference is in the detail. The characteristic profile of a floor is largely determined by
its groove pattern. Whilst an installation without grooves, as with a »block« floor, creates
a calm, self-contained impression,an installation with grooves underlines the individual
character of the planks.
Without grooves

4-V groove

In the case of the classic installation without grooves, the
planks are joined together without noticeable gaps.

The all-round bevelled long and end edges result in a
pattern with the charm of a real wood floor, as each single
plank is emphasised.

› closed overall impression
› harmonious pattern

› Grooves lacquered to match the colour of the decor
› Groove sizes milled more strikingly or discreetly to match
the decor

Rustic texture

Elegant texture

Rough-sawn texture

Brushed texture

Stone texture

Vintage texture

Wood texture

Brilliant texture

Satin finish

Fine-grained texture

Natural matt texture

Antique matt texture
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Surface textures at a glance

Matt-finish texture

Rustic texture
The look of roughly cut
wood, as can be found in
old farmhouses for
example, is reproduced
by this surface texture.

Elegant texture
Areas emphasised with
branches and flowers
enhance the natural
quality of the decor – in
an optical and tangible
manner.

Rough-sawn texture
This texture is distinguished by the characteristic rough, porous
surface of sawn timber
and by a fashionable
used look with saw
marks.

Matt-finish texture
With its porous,
fine-veined appearance,
it resembles untreated
wood and invites you to
touch it – for a particularly haptic experience.

Brushed texture
The brushed texture
intensifies the naturally
pleasant feel of wood
through the effect of a
sand-blasted, brushed
surface.

Stone texture
The surface with its
universal embossed
texture is based on
modern stone floors.
Tangible uneven patches
just like on real stone!

Vintage texture
The incomparable charm
of days gone by comes
to life through special
wood looks (knots,
cracks, filledareas).

Natural texture
The natural texture
makes the grain tangible.
Individual wood grains
thus have a much more
realistic effect – and feel
that way too.

Wood texture
The surface has a
universal wood texture
embossing. It adds to the
impression of real wood
in terms of look and feel.

Brilliant texture
The brilliant textureunderlines the character
of a flowery grained
timber and emphasises
the individual strips of
the block look.

Satin finish
With its refined, matt
look, this surface has the
characteristic radiance of
oiled solid timbers.

Relief texture
The clearly visible and
tangible embossing
creates the impression of
real wood and plays with
matt gloss effects.

Fine-grained texture
This surface is characterised by a discreet wood
texture with fine
pores,which gives the
laminate plank a lively
and at the same time
refined look.

Natural matt texture
The particularly matt look
gives the impression of a
naturally treated wood
surface. The natural
character of the wood
unfolds elegantly.

Antique matt texture
Antique wood flooring
finds it high value,
genuine interpretation
here. Rustically
embossed with signs of
finishing and use resulting
in a matt antique texture.

Natural texture

Relief texture

Surfaces and grooves
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Basic
Entry level to Parador quality

Classic
Timeless elegance

Those who are price conscious but do not want to forego
quality will find an impressive selection of attractive
ranges in the Basic Collection.

Uncompromising in quality, classic in design and universally applicable: the Classic Collection is made for people
with clear values.

Edge swelling protection

Aqua-Proof core board

Guarantee (home): 12 years

Edge swelling protection

Micro-scratch resistance

Antistatic

Guarantee (home): Lifetime

Product lines
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Product lines
Home is where you
feel comfortable
With Parador laminate flooring, a lot of
creative freedom opens up. Because as
individual as people and their ideas about
home living are, the range of Parador's
different floors is equally big.
Five product lines, three basic assortments
plus two special collections, the design
collection, Edition, and the sustainable
Eco Balance collection provide orientation
for discovering the right floor for you easily
and reliably.

Trendtime
Contemporary home design

Special collections
The expression of individuality

Impresses everyone for whom the floor is a statement:
the Trendtime Collection provides a unique range of
formats and designs for fashion-conscious furnishing at the
highest level.

For further information and more design inspiration about
our special collections, use the relevant QR code or visit our
virtual showroom at: www.parador.de

Aqua-Proof core board

Edition
The designer collection

Edge swelling protection

Micro-scratch resistance

Antistatic

Guarantee (home): Lifetime

Eco Balance
Ecology with style

Parador

Laminate flooring

Formats
The rhythm of aesthetics

1

2

3

4

5

6

Wide plank

2-strip

3-strip

Individual
plank look

Tile look

Longstrip

Basic 200:
1285 x 194 x 7 mm
Basic 400:
1285 x 194 x 8 mm

Basic 200:
1285 x 194 x 7 mm
Basic 400:
1285 x 194 x 8 mm

Basic 200:
1285 x 194 x 7 mm
Basic 400:
1285 x 194 x 8 mm

Classic 1050:
1285 x 194 x 8 mm

Trendtime 5:
638 x 330 x 8 mm

Trendtime 1:
1285 x 158 x 8 mm

Classic 1050:
1285 x 194 x 8 mm

Classic 1050:
1285 x 194 x 8 mm

Classic 1050:
1285 x 194 x 8 mm

Formats

1,80 m
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7

8

9

10

11

Strip

Oversize format

Chateau plank

Extra
wide plank

Broad
wide plank

Trendtime 2:
850 x 95 x 8 mm

Trendtime 4:
1285 x 400 x 8 mm

Basic 600:
2200 x 243 x 8 mm

Trendtime 8:
1285 x 330 x 8 mm

Basic 600:
1285 x 243 x 8 mm

Trendtime 6:
2200 x 243 x 9 mm

Parador

Laminate flooring

Basic
Entry level to
Parador quality

Basic
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Oak natural-grey
matt-finish texture
Basic 400

Parador

Laminate flooring

Basic 200
2-strip, 3-strip (L 1285 x W 194 x H 7 mm)

Beech 2-strip
wood texture
without groove (1440984)
Basic 200

Oak rough-sawn white 2-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1593573)
Basic 200

Chestnut Vintage brown 2-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1593726)
Basic 200

Walnut 2-strip
wood texture
without groove (1426416)
Basic 200

Maple natural 3-strip
wood texture
without groove (1426411)
Basic 200

Acacia grey 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1426414)
Basic 200

Oak natural 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1593733)
Basic 200

Ash sanded 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1426399)
Basic 200

Basic
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Oak sanded
matt-finish texture 4V-groove (1593997),
without groove (1593564)
Basic 200

Oak History
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593998)
Basic 200

Oak Horizont natural
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1594001), without groove (1593723)
Basic 200

Oak light-grey
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1594000)
Basic 200

Oak natural-grey
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1594002)
Basic 200

Walnut
matt-finish texture, wood texture
4V-groove (1593999), without groove (1426419)
Basic 200

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Wide plank (L 1285 x W 194 x H 7 mm)

Parador

Laminate flooring

Basic 400
2-strip, 3-strip (L 1285 x W 194 x H 8 mm)

Apple bernstein 2-strip
wood texture
without groove (1426505)
Basic 400

Ocean-Teak 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1426506)
Basic 400

Chestnut Vintage brown 2-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1593815)
Basic 400

Oak natural 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1593812)
Basic 400

Basic
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Baltic Pine
wood texture
without groove (1426510)
Basic 400

Oak smoked white oiled
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593796), without groove (1593816)
Basic 400

Oak sanded
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1426542), without groove (1426462)
Basic 400

Oak History
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593795), without groove (1593814)
Basic 400

Oak Horizont natural
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593797), without groove (1593813)
Basic 400

Oak crystal-white
wood texture
4V-groove (1474400)
Basic 400

Oak light-grey
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1426530)
Basic 400

Oak natural-grey
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593798)
Basic 400

Teak bleached
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1426529)
Basic 400

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Wide plank (L 1285 x W 194 x H 8 mm)

Parador

Laminate flooring

Basic
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Oak Montana limed
natural texture
Basic 600

Parador

Laminate flooring

Basic 600
Broad wide plank (L 1285 x W 243 x H 8 mm)

Oak Askada white limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1593828)
Basic 600

Oak Avant sanded
natural texture*
4V-groove (1593829)
Basic 600

Oak sanded
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593841)
Basic 600

Oak Horizont natural
matt-finish texture**
4V-groove (1593845)
Basic 600

Oak light-grey
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593842)
Basic 600

Oak Montana limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1593830)
Basic 600

*Special feature: Synchronised pore, see Page 10

**Special feature: Endless Beauty, see Page 10

Basic
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Oak Askada white limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1593847)
Basic 600

Oak Avant sanded
natural texture*
4V-groove (1593849)
Basic 600

Oak sanded
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593851)
Basic 600

Oak Horizont natural
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593853)
Basic 600

Oak light-grey
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1593852)
Basic 600

Oak Montana limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1593850)
Basic 600

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Chateau plank (L 2200 x W 243 x H 8 mm)

Parador

Laminate flooring

Classic
Timeless elegance

Classic
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Oak Vintage sawn
rough-sawn texture
Classic 1050

Parador

Laminate flooring

Classic 1050
2-strip, 3-strip (L 1285 x W 194 x H 8 mm)

Wych elm honey 2-strip
relief texture
without groove (1517575)
Classic 1050

Oak lava 2-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1475584)
Classic 1050

Oak Vintage sawn 2-strip
rough-sawn texture
without groove (1474075)
Classic 1050

Ash tropic 2-strip
fine-grained texture
without groove (1475591)
Classic 1050

Larch antique 2-strip
relief texture
without groove (1601436)
Classic 1050

Cedar 2-strip
fine-grained texture
without groove (1505277)
Classic 1050

Oak natural 3-strip
wood texture
without groove (1601437)
Classic 1050

Oak silver 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1518079)
Classic 1050

Ash aged 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1505276)
Classic 1050

Classic
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Ash white limed 3-strip
brilliant texture
without groove (1517646)
Classic 1050

Walnut antique 3-strip
fine-grained texture
without groove (1475595)
Classic 1050

Walnut california 3-strip
brilliant texture
without groove (1517577)
Classic 1050

Walnut natural oil finish 3-strip
brilliant texture
without groove (1517650)
Classic 1050

Ocean-Teak 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1475583)
Classic 1050

Smoked oak 3-strip
fine-grained texture
without groove (1475594)
Classic 1050

Walnut limed 3-strip
matt-finish texture
without groove (1475592)
Classic 1050

Beech wide plank
wood texture
4V-groove (1475605)
Classic 1050

Oak old oiled wide plank
brushed texture
4V-groove (1475599)
Classic 1050

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

2-strip, 3-strip/wide plank (L 1285 x W 194 x H 8 mm)

Parador

Laminate flooring

Classic 1050
Wide plank (L 1285 x W 194 x H 8 mm)

Oak Artdéco vanilla
rustic texture
4V-groove (1517686)
Classic 1050

Oak Bohemia light
relief texture
4V-groove (1517687)
Classic 1050

Oak dark-limed
brushed texture
4V-groove (1475601), without groove (1518082)
Classic 1050

Oak bleached
brushed texture
4V-groove (1475602)
Classic 1050

Oak smoked
brushed texture
4V-groove (1475603)
Classic 1050

Oak smoked white oiled
brushed texture
4V-groove (1475596)
Classic 1050

Oak sanded
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1475604)
Classic 1050

Oak graphite-white
brushed texture
4V-groove (1517685)
Classic 1050

Oak Heritage natural
rustic texture
4V-groove (1517688)
Classic 1050

Classic
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Oak light-grey
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1475597)
Classic 1050

Oak Monterey light-whitewashed
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1517684)
Classic 1050

Oak Prestige natural
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1601440)
Classic 1050

Oak Skyline pearl-grey
natural matt texture*
4V-groove (1601448), without groove (1601439)
Classic 1050

Oak Skyline white
natural matt texture*
4V-groove (1601447)
Classic 1050

Oak Studioline sanded
natural matt texture*
4V-groove (1601446), without groove (1601438)
Classic 1050

Oak Studioline natural
natural matt texture*
4V-groove (1601445)
Classic 1050

Oak Tradition limed
elegant texture*
4V-groove (1601450)
Classic 1050

Oak Tradition grey-beige
elegant texture*
4V-groove (1517691)
Classic 1050

*Special feature: Synchronised pore, see Page 10

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Wide plank (L 1285 x W 194 x H 8 mm)

Parador

Laminate flooring

Classic
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Oak Vintage grey
antique matt texture
Classic 1050

Parador

Laminate flooring

Classic 1050
Wide plank (L 1285 x W 194 x H 8 mm)

Oak Tradition natural
elegant texture*
4V-groove (1601449)
Classic 1050

Oak greyed
brushed texture
4V-groove (1475600)
Classic 1050

Oak Vintage grey
antique matt texture
4V-groove (1601444)
Classic 1050

Oak Vintage natural
antique matt texture
4V-groove (1601442)
Classic 1050

Oak Vintage white
antique matt texture
4V-groove (1601443)
Classic 1050

Larch white
relief texture
4V-groove (1601441)
Classic 1050

Merbau
wood texture
4V-groove (1475611)
Classic 1050

Walnut natural
relief texture
4V-groove (1517689)
Classic 1050

*Special feature: synchronised pore, see Page 10

Classic
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Oak crosscut limed
satin finish
without groove (1475582)
Classic 1050

Oak crosscut smoked
satin finish
without groove (1601435)
Classic 1050

Oak crosscut natural
satin finish
without groove (1518083)
Classic 1050

Oak Mix
matt-finish texture
without groove (1518084)
Classic 1050

Oak Mix light-grey
matt-finish texture
without groove (1474074)
Classic 1050

Oak Mix Newport
relief texture
without groove (1517649)
Classic 1050

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Individual plank look (L 1285 x W 194 x H 8 mm)

Parador

Laminate flooring

Trendtime
Contemporary
home design

Trendtime
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Oak Castell
limed
brushed texture
Trendtime 6

Parador

Laminate flooring

Trendtime 1
Longstrip (L 1285 x W 158 x H 8 mm)

Banana Abaca
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1473906)
Trendtime 1

Oak Century antique
vintage texture*
4V-groove (1473914)
Trendtime 1

Oak Century soaped
vintage texture*
4V-groove (1473910)
Trendtime 1

Oak Century natural
vintage texture*
4V-groove (1601432)
Trendtime 1

Oak Century sand
vintage texture*
4V-groove (1601431)
Trendtime 1

Ash aged natural
rustic texture
4V-groove (1473903)
Trendtime 1

Globetrotter modern light
rustic texture
4V-groove (1601429)
Trendtime 1

Globetrotter urban nature
rustic texture
4V-groove (1473921)
Trendtime 1

Shufflewood harmony
antique matt texture
4V-groove (1601434)
Trendtime 1

*Special feature: synchronised pore, see Page 10

Trendtime
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Trendtime 1 / 2
Longstrip (L 1285 x B 158 x H 8 mm) / strip (L 850 x B 95 x H 8 mm)

Walnut longstrip
wood texture
4V-groove (1473907)
Trendtime 1

Wine & Fruits black strip
rustic texture
4V-groove (1473828)
Trendtime 2

Wine & Fruits white strip
Rustic texture
4V-groove (1473827)
Trendtime 2

Wine & Fruits strip
rustic texture
4V-groove (1473922)
Trendtime 2

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Shufflewood wild longstrip
antique matt texture
4V-groove (1601433)
Trendtime 1

Parador

Laminate flooring

Trendtime 4
Oversize format (L 1285 x W 400 x H 8 mm)

Concrete
stone texture
4V-groove (1174127)
Trendtime 4

Castello
satin finish
4V-groove (1601147)
Trendtime 4

Castello grey
satin finish
4V-groove (1599267)
Trendtime 4

Oak Louvre limed
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1473972)
Trendtime 4

Oak Rubik sanded
satin finish
4V-groove (1601143)
Trendtime 4

Oak Rubik elegant
satin finish
4V-groove (1601110)
Trendtime 4

Painted black
stone texture
4V-groove (1601144)
Trendtime 4

Painted white
stone texture
4V-groove (1601145)
Trendtime 4

Crude steel
satin finish
4V-groove (1174126)
Trendtime 4

Trendtime
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Trendtime 4 / 5

Scientific
satin finish
4V-groove (1601146)
Trendtime 4

Antique white
satin finish
4V-groove (1601078)
Trendtime 5

Ferrostone
stone texture
4V-groove (1473980)
Trendtime 5

Modern Onyx
stone texture
4V-groove (1473979)
Trendtime 5

Slate agate-grey
stone texture
4V-groove (1473982)
Trendtime 5

Slate anthracite
stone texture
4V-groove (1601079)
Trendtime 5

Zinc 30
satin finish
4V-groove (1473978)
Trendtime 5

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Oversize format (L 1285 x B 400 x H 8 mm) /tile look (L 638 x B 330 x H 8 mm)

Parador

Laminate flooring

Trendtime
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Oak Studioline natural
natural matt texture
Trendtime 8

Parador

Laminate flooring

Trendtime 6
Chateau plank (L 2200 x W 243 x H 9 mm)

Timber
rough-sawn texture
4V-groove (1473988)
Trendtime 6

Brushboard white
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1567475)
Trendtime 6

Oak Askada white limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1567470)
Trendtime 6

Oak Avant sanded
natural texture*
4V-groove (1567467)
Trendtime 6

Oak Castell limed
brushed texture
4V-groove (1371173)
Trendtime 6

Oak Castell smoked
brushed texture
4V-groove (1371174)
Trendtime 6

Oak Castell white varnished
brushed texture
4V-groove (1473985)
Trendtime 6

Oak cognac
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1254825)
Trendtime 6

Oak light-grey
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1357370)
Trendtime 6

Trendtime
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Oak Mistral grey
natural texture*
4V-groove (1567466)
Trendtime 6

Oak Montana limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1567473)
Trendtime 6

Oak Nova limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1567468)
Trendtime 6

Oak Nova light-limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1567469)
Trendtime 6

Oak Skyline pearl-grey
natural matt texture*
4V-groove (1601103)
Trendtime 6

Oak Studioline natural
natural matt texture*
4V-groove (1601102)
Trendtime 6

Oak Valere dark-limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1567472)
Trendtime 6

Oak Valere pearl-grey limed
natural texture*
4V-groove (1567471)
Trendtime 6

Oak Vintage grey
antique matt texture
4V-groove (1601101)
Trendtime 6

*Special feature: synchronised pore, see Page 10

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Chateau plank (L 2200 x W 243 x H 9 mm)

Parador

Laminate flooring

Trendtime 6 / 8

Oak Vintage natural
antique matt texture
4V-groove (1601100)
Trendtime 6

Lumberjack oak
rough-sawn texture
4V-groove (1371172)
Trendtime 6

Walnut Galant natural
matt-finish texture
4V-groove (1567474)
Trendtime 6

Oak Studioline sanded
natural matt texture*
4V-groove (1601098)
Trendtime 8

Oak Studioline natural
natural matt texture*
4V-groove (1601097)
Trendtime 8

Oak Versailles antique limed
satin finish
without groove (1474077)
Trendtime 8

Oak Versailles natural
satin finish
without groove (1474076)
Trendtime 8

*Special feature: synchronised pore, see Page 10

All wood and stone decors are brilliant imitations.

Chateau plank (L 2200 x B 243 x H 9 mm) /extra wide plank (L 1285 x B 330 x H 8 mm)

Trendtime
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Oak Skyline pearl-grey
natural matt texture
Trendtime 6

Parador
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Assortment at a glance

Basic
Entry-level to Parador quality

Classic
Timeless elegance

Style

Universal

Classic, elegant

Assortment
Appearance

Basic 200

Basic 400

Basic 600

Classic 1050

Designs

17 Designs

17 Designs

12 Designs

53 Designs

Surfaces

2 textures

2 textures

2 textures

12 textures

Plank look

1 Wide plank
2 2-strip
3 3-strip
4 Individual plank look
5 Tile look
6 Longstrip
7 Strip
8 Oversize format
9 Chateau plank
10 Extra wide plank
11 Broad wide plank

Groove
pattern

Without groove
Planks fit together without a
noticeable connection; closed
overall impression

1

2

3

1

2

3

9

11

1

2

3

4

4-V groove
Long and end edge create the
appearance of a genuine
wooden floor
Quality

Guarantee

Guarantee period for home use

12 years

12 years

12 years

Guarantee period for
commercial use
Wear class

Technology

Wear class 23

Wear class 23

Wear class 23

Wear class 23

Wear class for commercial use

Wear class 31

Wear class 32

Wear class 32

Wear class 32

1285 × 243 mm
2200 × 243 mm

1285 × 194 mm

8 mm

8 mm

1285 × 194 mm

Plank thickness
Safe-Lock
PRO

5 years

Wear class for home use

Format

®

Aqua-Proof
core board

Edge
swelling
protection
Microscratch
resistance
Antistatic

Underfloor
heating
system

Lifetime

7 mm
Click mechanism for simple,
safe and exact fitting
installation
Special core board provides
twice as much swell protection
as conventional laminate
flooring
All-round edge impregnation
for reliable swell protection
The surface is particularly
resistant to scratches

Increased conductivity reduces
electrostatic charge
Suitable for installation on
underfloor heating

1285 × 194 mm
8 mm

Overview
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Trendtime
Contemporary home design
Modern, fashion-conscious, design-oriented
Trendtime 1

Trendtime 2

Trendtime 4

Trendtime 5

Trendtime 6

Trendtime 8

11 Designs

3 Designs

10 Designs

6 Designs

21 Designs

4 Designs

5 textures

1 texture

3 textures

2 textures

6 textures

2 textures

6

7

8

5

9

10

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

5 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

Wear class 23

Wear class 23

Wear class 23

Wear class 23

Wear class 23

Wear class 23

Wear class 32

Wear class 32

Wear class 32

Wear class 32

Wear class 32

Wear class 32

1285 × 158 mm

850 × 95 mm

1285 × 400 mm

638 × 330 mm

2200 × 243 mm

1285 × 330 mm

8 mm

8 mm

8 mm

8 mm

9 mm

8 mm
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Laminate flooring
Function and technology
Besides their impressive looks, Parador laminate floors are distinguished by their
functional composition and easy handling. The result of this »made in Germany«
workmanship: high durability, swell protection and dimensional stability. When it comes
to installation, Parador laminate floors also impress by means of intelligent technology,
which enables a simple application without tools.

1

2
3

5

4

Function and technology

1
Overlay
The highly wear-resistant, watertight
top layer made of melamine resin
protects the Parador laminate floor
from normal everyday wear and tear,
micro-scratches and dropped objects.
The high corundum content is responsible for this, as its hardness is only
surpassed by diamond.

4
Balancing layer
The reverse side of the laminate floor
is formed by the balancing layer
paper, which compensates against
tension and prevents the planks from
warping. At the same time, the
impregnated balancing layer paper
protects the core board against
moisture from beneath.
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2
Decor paper
The elaborately reproduced decors are
fascinating with amazingly genuine
imitations of many natural materials.
The decor print made with solvent-free
colours impresses with extraordinary
brilliance. The impregnation using
melamine resin also protects against
moisture.

5
Safe-Lock® PRO
The improved, patented click
mechanism, Safe-Lock ® PRO, is milled
directly in the special core board and
is characterised by several benefits:
› high fitting accuracy for invisible
plank transitions and totally even
surfaces,
› extremely high connection stability
for permanent fitting accuracy,
› precisely, safely and quickly
installed,
› effortless handling: Marks on the
click connection specify the starting
points for inserting the planks.

Step 1: Place on the green dot
Step 2: Push into the connection

3
HDF core board
The highly compressed, swell-resistant
core board provides high dimensional
stability and thus minimises the
influences caused by climate fluctuations or extraordinarystresses and
strains. In addition, the all-round edge
impregnation ensures excellent edge
swell protection. On the Classic and
Trendtime product lines, the swell
protection of the special core board is
almost doubled by the Aqua-Proof
method.

Parador

Laminate flooring

Accessories
Beauty with system
Those who are looking for longevity from their Parador laminate floor opt for
quality every time. As a system supplier, Parador stocks co-ordinated accessories
for installation and value retention: from skirtings, clips and end caps to underlays and
products, Parador offers quality from one source: perfection – planned to the end.

Skirtings
For the perfect
finish

Underlays
Feel good
underfoot

Accessories
For the right care
and reliable processing

From A as in Apple to Z as in Zinc,
Parador stocks matching skirtings for
every laminate decor. As an alternative, you can make a conscious design
statement with stainless steel, black or
white.

Parador offers the right underlay for
every subfloor and the right solution
for every use.

Parador recommends and offers
products specially suited for maintaining the appearance of the floor-covering thereby retaining its' value.

› Decor profiles with high quality
MDF core
› Suitable for damp rooms
› Torsion-free
› Fully encased at edges
› Excellent surface quality
The mouldings are easy to fasten and
assemble using the practical clip
technology. End caps and transition
caps plus interior and exterior corners
in various looks round off the Parador
range.

Acoustic underlays from the AkustikProtect range are specially developed
for floating installations. The high-tech
acoustic mats offer ambient noise and
impact noise insulation and thus
increase the feel-good factor.
Parador underlays feature high
compressive strength which can
compensate for any slight unevenness
of the sub-floor. On mineral subfloors,
the integrated moisture barrier
provides the necessary moisture
protection.

Matching tools and miscellaneous
accessories round off the range. This
comprehensive all-round carefree
package ensures lasting value and
satisfaction with the floor.

Whether in a new build or after
renovation, whether it is a high-techsolution or a purely natural product made
of wood fibres: Parador underlays
perfectly enhance the quality of the
floor covering.

Further information:

Appearance

Quality

Technology

Underlays

Skirtings

Accessories

FAQs

Accessories
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Skirtings overview
A variety of profiles and decors

Quarter round (quadrant)
for universal use

Skirting SL 2
Moulding clip - green

Skirting SL 4
Moulding clip - red

Discreet finish,
particularly space-saving

Discreetly rounded
for any ambience

Curved for classically
homely ambience

Skirting SL 3
Moulding clip orange

Skirting SL6
Moulding clip blue

Skirting SL 18
Moulding clip - red

Straight lined,
sleek for elegant,
modern ambience

Straight lined,
sleek for elegant,
modern ambience

Straight lined,
sleek for elegant,
modern ambience

Hamburg skirting HL 1
Moulding clip - green

Hamburg skirting HL 2
Moulding clip - green

Hamburg skirting HL 3
Moulding clip - green

Accentuated,
elegant finish
for stylish ambience

Accentuated,
elegant finish
for stylish ambience

Accentuated,
elegant finish
for stylish ambience

Parador

Sustainability

Setting standards
Practising responsibility
As a traditional wood processing company, we have a particular awareness for our
environment. For us at Parador, living with a certain quality standard goes hand in
hand with the responsibility to conserve the planet for future generations. This includes
handling our resources sustainably – by means of active reforestation. Every product
made of wood makes an active contribution towards climate protection. As the only
easily reproducible systems, trees break down CO2, the greenhouse gas responsible
for climate warming, into oxygen and carbon. As carbon reservoirs essential for the
survival of the planet, people will increasingly become conscious of using wood products, especially in building and renovation. Products made of wood and wood-based
materials are sustainable and help to secure the future of the next generations.

FSC™certification
Wood products that come from
forests managed in an exemplary
manner are awarded this trademark.
For this purpose, the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC™) sets strict
environmental requirements worldwide as well as high social and
economic standards. Parador takes
this path voluntarily out of conviction.

PEFC™certification
PEFC™ is a global organisation with the
aim of establishing sustainable forestry
worldwide. Every product that bears
the PEFC™ label, comes from a certified
product chain, in which the forestry
management, including the transport
of the wood to the forest road,
is featured.

Parador
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Responsibility
in society
As an internationally operating company, we are aware of our social responsibility.
We have been committed to the Plant-for-the-Planet foundation since 2011.
Children from all over the world have come together to form a network under the
umbrella of the student initiative - with the aim of ending the climate crisis. Their way of
achieving this: acting immediately, because tough talks do not stop the glaciers and rain
forests from disappearing. Instead, Plant-for-the-Planet is planting trees as a sign of
climate justice - until a billion new trees are planted worldwide by 2020.
As a wood processing company, active reforestation in particular is an important
element of our social responsibility. We support the initiative with tree-planting
campaigns, children's academies and numerous other events. And with great success:
to date, we have trained nearly 400 children to be climate ambassadors and planted over
100,000 trees.

Responsibility
in production
Starting with production, we set standards with our innovative floors and panels across
their entire life cycle. We thus develop and produce solely at our sites in Germany and
Austria. Our focus here is on environmentally-friendly manufacturing with natural
materials. We get our main raw material, wood, from sustainably managed forests.
We are therefore able to supply real wood that comes solely from monitored sources
of supply. The environmental standards defined by us apply along the entire value
creation chain, starting with our suppliers.

Sustainability

Production cycle

Reforestation

Production in Germany and Austria

Parador production facilities
Short transport routes

Packaging made from recycled
paper

Eco-friendly manufacture with natural
materials

Our work is characterised by the way we conserve resources. We prevent emission and feed recyclable materials back into
the production cycle. Whilst the use of predominantly domestic timbers in the manufacture of engineered wood guarantees
short transport routes, the support material of our other floors and panels consists entirely of recyclable materials.
The decor papers used on our laminate floors are composed of certified materials.
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